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Sound absorption in metals with a closed Fermi surface is studied both theoretically and experi
mentally in the case of strong magnetic fields as a function of the change in the angle of inclina
tion cp of the vector H relative to a direction perpendicular to the sound propagation. The absorp
tion coefficient r(cp) undergoes a sharp increase under the conditions cp = cpcr, which is deter
mined by the condition kVH maxsin cprs = s. It is shown that measurement of r(cp) and ar(cp)/&cp 
at the point cp = cpcr allows us to determine the electron velocities in the vicinity of the reference 
point and also the relaxation time and the magnitude of the deformation potential. The results of 
the theoretical calculations are compared with experimental data obtained for Bi. 

IN metals placed in a strong magnetic field H, a 
sharp increase is observed in the sound absorption as 
a function of the angle of inclination of the vector H 
relative to the direction of the sound propagation. This 
effect was first discovered by Reneker in Bi.[ 1J The 
qualitative explanation of the phenomenon reduces to 
the following. 

In the region of strong magnetic fields, when the 
spatial inhomogeneity of the sound wave is unimportant, 

kR<iii;1, l>ll, (1) 

the resonant sound absorption is brought about by elec
trons for which the phase relation 

kv = w (2) 

is satisfied (Landau damping). Here k and w are the 
wave vector and the sound frequency; v, l and R are 
the velocity, free path length and the cyclotron radius 
of the orbit of the conduction electron; the bar indi
cates averaging over the period of rotation of the elec
trons in the field H. In metals with a closed Fermi 
surface, in a magnetic field perpendicular to the vec
tor k, we have k · v = 0 ( v is equal in magnitude to 
the mean velocity VH of the electron along the mag
netic field). The phase relation (2) is not satisfied and 
the absorption is small. 

For inclination of the vector H by an angle cp from 
the perpendicular k · H = 0, the current carriers ac
quire a drift component along k, equal to VH sin cp • 
For small cp, the value of VH sin cp is small in com
parison with the phase velocity of sound s = w/k for 
electrons with maximum velocity ¥}1 max· For some 
critical angle of inclination cp cr. 

sin <per = s I v H mru: (3) 

electrons with the maximum velocity VH max from the 
vicinity of the elliptical limiting point on the Fermi 
surface satisfy the resonance condition (2). Conse
quently, for cp "2 cpcr there is a group of electrons 
moving in phase with the wave and effectively absorb
ing its energy. Near the angle cp cr, the absorption 
coefficient r( q;) increases sharply-the inclination 
effect. Since collisions disrupt the phase relation (2) 
between the current carriers and the wave, the neces
sary condition for a sharp increase in r(cp) close to 

cp = cp cr is the high frequency condition 

ro>\', "'·='f-s (4) 

( T is the relaxation time). 
The relation (3) permits us to determine the elec

tron velocities VH max and to establish the Fermi 
surface of the metal. Unfortunately, it is possible to 
measure the angles of inclination experimentally only 
for metals with a sufficiently small Fermi energy Ef. 
The semimetals belong to this group, along with metals 
possessing portions on the Fermi surface with ano
malously small velocities. At the present time, the 
inclination effect has been observed in Bi,r 1 • 2 J Sb[s) 
and, more recently, Ga.r4J 

The present work is devoted to the theoretical and 
experimental investigation of the sound absorption in 
an inclined magnetic field. A theory of the inclination 
effect is constructed and it is shown that the measure
ments of the absorption coefficient r(cp) and its deriva
tive ar(cp)/acp for angles cp ~ cpcr allow us to deter
mine the relaxation time and the value of the deforma
tion potential for electrons from the vicinity of the 
limiting points. The results of the theoretical calcula
tions are compared with the experimental data ob
tained for Bi. 

1. THEORY 

The sound absorption in metals in the presence of a 
constant magnetic field H is connected with two mecha
nisms of interaction of the conduction electrons with 
acoustic oscillations-deformation and induction.rs,s) 
The acoustic oscillations produce a deformation of the 
lattice. This deformation leads to modulation of the 
energy of the electrons and the appearance of a variable 
electric field E, which also produces absorption of the 
sound energy. The induction mechanism is associated 
with the induced electric field G = (u x H ]/c, which 
appears in the intersection of the lines of force of the 
magnetic field of the deformed conductor 
(u = u0 exp{ik · r - iwt} is the displacement vector). 

We shall investigate the sound absorption r for 
closed Fermi surfaces in the region of strong mag
netic fields (1). In the region of the fields (1), one must 
generally take into account both the mechanisms of 
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electron interaction with sound. The sound absorption 
coefficient r is described by the following expres
sion:rsJ 

1 1 mdpn 2" • 1 

f(II,o>,v,<p)=--.. - 3 ~Re J --Jdtg (pn,t) J dt1 g(pu,t1) 
(21tr<) JV """F Q 0 -oo 

[s1' v-iro+ikv ] 
Xexp Q dt2. 

I 

(5} 

Here W = Y2Pw2l Uo j 2 s is the energy density of the 
sound wave; m and n are the cyclotron mass and the 
frequency of the electron; p is its momentum, PH 
= p · H/H; t is the dimensionless time (phase) of the 
motion of the electron in orbit; qJ = % 1T - J; J is the 
angle between the vectors k and H; g is the rate of 
change of the energy of the electron in the sound field: 

g(p", t) ""'e(E + G)v + A,.u,.; (6) 

Aik(P) is the symmetric deformation potential tensor, 
which vanishes in averaging over the Fermi surface; 
Uik is the deformation tensor. The variable electric 
field E is found from the Maxwell equations 

4n oj 
rotrotE=---, divj=O, 

c2 at 
in which the current is represented by the sum 

j = jA + a(E +G). 

The deformation current jA is determined in the 
following way: 

(7) 

(B) 

2e mdpn 2" 1 

iJ,,= (2n1i)a S - 0-f dtv,(pn,t) f dt,g .. (p,.,t,) (9} 
e==e11 0 -x 

[st, v - iro + ikv ] 
Xexp

1 
g dt2. 

The conductivity tensor a has the form 

2e2 mdpn 2n I 
Gik = (2n1i)a S -g-S dt vi(pn. t) f dt,vk(PH. tl) 

B=ep 0 -:!0 

X [st, v- iro + ikv ] 
exp dt2 . 

t g 
(10} 

We choose the set of coordinates xyz so that the z 
axis is directed along the vector H, and the y axis is 
perpendicular to the plane in which the vectors k and 
H are located. Further, we introduce the coordinates 
~yl; with the l; axis parallel to the vector k. It is con
venient to solve the Maxwell equation (7) in this set 
of coordinates, eliminating the longitudinal field and 
introducing the renormalized quantities 

ifab =Gab - GatGtb , j Aa = ha- Gat iAto a, b =fo y. (11) 
Gtt Gtt 

Solution of Eqs. (7) is elementary and we shall not 
write out the rather cumbersome formulas. 

We represent the absorption coefficient r in the 
form of a sum: 

f=fA+f•=fA+ 2~Re .!: ifabEa'•Eb'+ ~Re.!: fA.Ea'•. 
a,f>=O,y a,b=;,y 

(12) 
The first component r A, due to the "deformation," 
is determined by Eq. (5), in which we need only write 
the component gA =A ikUik in place of the function 
g(pH, t). The second component is the Joule heat loss 
in the variable electric fields 

E'=E+G. (13) 

For the study of the absorption coefficient r(qJ), it 
is necessary to compare the quantities r A and r 1 and 
estimate the role of the variable electric fields E and 
G. The solutions of Maxwell's equations (7) contain 
the parameter 

6 - c ( 4:rtro I Ci.. I)_,,,, (14) 

which has the meaning of the "penetration depth" of 
the electromagnetic field at the sound frequency w. It 
is not difficult to show that if the penetration depth o 
is much greater than the sound wavelength ~. 

6 >1.., (15) 

then the electric fields E are small in comparison 
with the induced fields G. Consequently, 

E' R:: G. 

In the opposite limiting case, 

6~1... 

the induced fields are small and 

E' R:: E. 

(15a) 

(16} 

(16a) 

We compute the coefficient of deformation absorp
tion rA(ffJ). It is convenient to do this in the set of 
coordinates xyz connected with the magnetic field. In 
the integration over t and t 1, we use the condition (1). 
We have 

(17) 

Here II = v - iw + ikvz sin qJ, a is the number of group 
of carriers of the multiply connected Fermi surface.£71 
For the estimates (15) and (16), we must know the 
values of the components of the conductivity tensor 
a ik. Integration over t and t 1 reveals the order of 
smallness of the quantities O'ik in the sense of the 
criteria (1) and (4): 

_ '\1 4n. e2 J m dp, { 'ii - iro - 2 2 2 Pv"l} 
Gvu- £...J (2nli) 3 -g- -~p~ +2k cos cr vfJ. , 

" &=eF 

- ,.., 4ne2 s mcp, 'J- iw -2 

Gxx- £...J (2n1i)3 Q {~ py • 
a f=f'r 

. 2ec(N,- N2) 2 
Gxy=---- Ji---+O[(kR) ]. (18) 

Here N1(N2) is the number of electrons (holes) and is 
determined by the volume bounded by the surface t:(p) 
= £F, inside which the energy is smaller (larger) than 
£F. The remaining components of O'ik are small and 
do not have to be considered. The component of the 
current jAx turns out to be small in comparison with 
the components jAz and jAy· The expressions for the 
latter have the form 
. ~, 4ne J __ , . '\1'· '~:reT.·., J clp, . -- ... , 
].~z= L.J-(2rrh) 3 - mdpzftAVzv-·, !Au= L.!!·-(2uh)' glfA[luv,.~ 

a c=tr a ro=e, (lg} 

In the calculation of the component jAz it is necessary 
to take it into account that Aik(P) vanishes in averag-
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ing over the Fermi surface. The reno1·malized com
ponents of the tensor <fab are connected with Eqs. (18) 
by the following relations: 

Gzz:O"xx: ·., fTv,O'uy 
It;;=--, llyv=crv11 -cos·<p-----, 

cr·· crtt (20) 
lltt = <1.x cos' q> + cr,. sin- 'I' 

(we note that the effect of inclination takes place in the 
region of small angles cp ). 

Renormalization of the conductivity (20) leads to 
different results for metals for which N1 "' N3 and for 
compensated metals with N1 = N2 • This is caused by 
the different values of the Hall conductivity Uxy for 
these two cases. 

1. In the case N1 "' N2, as follows from (18) and 
(20), the renormalized components of the conductivity 
ayy and al;l; have the same order of magnitude. Esti
mates show that the parameters of penetration depth 

6,- c(4nwltt •• l}-'l•, 

II,- c(4nwlll;el)-'i• 

are practically always small in comparison with the 
sound wavelength A for metals (in magnetic fields H 
up to several tens of kilo-oersteds). Here E:X R~ Ea 
are determined from the equations 

( 2 4niw } 4niw , 
k -~ltaa Ea=~]Aa· 

The component r 1 is small in comparison with 
rA(r 1/rA- (kR)2 « 1). The absorption is deter
mined by the deformation term and is equal to 

f(<p)=.E 2n ·ReJ mdp,lgA(Pz)l 2 ( 21 ) 
"' (2:n:li) 3W '11-i(w-kv,sin<p) · 

We consider the limiting case of very pure metals, 
when ii- 0. We replace the resonance denominator by 
the ii function: 

Re 1 -+nll(w-kil,sinq>) (21a) 
'11-i(w-kv,sin<p) 

and obtain l. r~>:n:, s. ' lsinq>l;;;>-_-8-, 
fa(<p)= jVzmaxStn<pl 'l/zmax 

0, lsin<pl< -_-8-, 
Vz max 

rl(l> = 2n mpo I gA (p,) 12 1 

(2nli)3 W w P,~'P,' 

(22) 

- s . 
Pz =Po - . · 

Vz max Sill 'P 

(We have assumed that the function gA ( pz) does not 
have delta-like singularities over the characteristic 
width of the ii function; Pmax = -Pmin =Po is the 
momentum of the electron at the reference points of 
the Fermi surface; Vz max= Vz(p0 ) is its mean 
velocity along the magnetic field at the limiting points). 
For angles cp ~<Per a sharp increase takes place in 
the sound absorption, and the maximum value of r(cp) 
for the limiting case v - 0 is achieved for cp = cp cr 
=arc sin (s/vz max). Figure 1 shows the graph of the 
function r( cp) as v- 0. 

For exact calculation of the integral (21) over pz for 
collision frequency v different from zero, it is neces
sary to know the dependence of the deformation poten
tial on the momentum. We cannot write down the de
tailed expression for an arbitrary dispersion law of 
electrons £( p), but it is easy to obtain it for the 

FIG. 1. Theoretical curves of rtr<ol 
for different values of WT0 (Vz max= 
2 X 107 em/sec, s = 2.02 X 105 sm/sec). 

41 f'u--

quadratic isotropic case £ = p2/2m. The deformation 
potential tensor Aik,(P) has the form 

Au.(p) = A(n,n.- 1!3f,,.), n =pIp,. 

The absorption coefficient r, with accuracy up to 
small terms of the order v2/w 2 , is described by the 
formula 

(OJ s { kv0 sinq·+m kvosin<p-w} (23) 
f= r .. --- arctg + arctg- . 

vosin <p · v v 

The amplitude of r~o> for longitudinal sound is equal to 

,(o) 2n"'2 lul 2 mpo{ [1 w2 ] 2} (24) 
1" = (2n/i) 3 \Vw A• 6- 2(kvosin<p) 2 • 

The expression in the curly brackets is identical with 
the value of the longitudinal component of the deforma
tion potential tensor Xh R~Aix for Pz = PoS/vosin cp. 

For an arbitrary convex Fermi surface, in analogy 
with the limiting case v- 0 (22) and the case 
£ = p2/2m (23), we take out the function lgA(PzW 
from under the integral at the value of the argument 
Pz = Pz R~ Po· Then the absorption coefficient has the 
form 

r= ~ rl~ _ s . Y, 
L..J l';: max 81ll <p 

"' 
Y [ ( V:maxsin<p 

=arctg ltl't'o 
8 

1 ) ] + arctg [ 6l"''o r· ma: sin <p + 1)] '. 
(25) 

where To is the relaxation time of the electrons from 
the neighborhood of the limiting points. Equation (25) 
describes the change in the sound absorption coeffi
cient for inclination of the vector H from the perpen
dicular direction k · H = 0. The formula is symmetric 
relative to change of sign in cp. 

2. In the case of compensated metals with N1 = N2 , 

the Hall conductivity axy is small in comparison with 
the diagonal elements of the tensor O'ik· Therefore the 
renormalized components ayy and TAy. with accuracy 
to within small components (at least, of the order of 
(kR)2 << 1) are equal to ayy and jAy, respectively 
[(18), (19)]. It is seen from formulas (18) and (20) that 
the component ~y is small in comparison with 
the component a~~ (&'yy laH - v2/02 ). The penetration 
depth parameter <51- c(41TW I ayy 1)-112 significantly 
exceeds ii2- c( 41Twi a~~ 1 f 112 and realization of the 
limiting case <5 1» A is possible. This limiting case 
is satisfied for metals with small concentrations of 

---- -----) 
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carriers, for example, semimetals of the type Bi, Sb, 
and so on, in the magnetic fields (1 ). The absorption 
coefficient r(cp) has the form 

(26) 

Since the inclination effect is due to electrons with the 
maximum velocity Vz max from the neighborhood of 
the limiting points, then the transverse components of 
the conductivity ayy and the current jAy are not large. 
Therefore, one must expect that the amplitude of the 
induction absorption r 1 will be small. 

In the limiting case of pure metals, iJ- 0, and upon 
integration over Pz in the expressions for the conduc
tivity ayy (18) and the current jAy (19), we get the 
formula (21a). The induction absorption is equal to 

j (rd"l + r~~) ns. ' 
fi:x= JvzmaxSmq>J 

0, 

Jsinq>J;;:.~, 
Vzmax 

Jsinq>J<~· 
Vzmax 

r~l= 4n mpo [kcosq>·pvi -- J[uH]"J]' 
(2nn)-3 W ro "" z-Pz H ' 

I 
r•l.= 4n mp"kcosq>·pvvviP~-p JgA[uH]"'I (27)* 

mt (2nn)S w (I) z z H 

In what follows, we shall be interested in the applica
tion to semimetals, for which the dispersion law for 
electrons can, in first approximation, be regarded as 
quadratic. For a quadratic dispersion law, 

PvVy I = ( 1- sin' 'I' cr) ( 0) 
PoVo P,~'P, \ sin2 q> 'I' =F ' 

and is small in the region of angles near (/Jcr· Conse
quently, the amplitude of the induction absorption in the 
region of angles of the inclination effect is close to 
zero. The absorption is due to the deformation com
ponent r A (22). For an arbitrary dispersion law, the 
sound absorption coefficient can be written in the form 

l r <o) ns 
w JvzmaxsincpJ ' 

r"= 

0, 

Jsinq>J;;:.~ 
Vzmax 

Jsinq>J<~ 
l'zmax 

where the amplitude value of r~) is equal to 

r<•l = r~) + r~?l + r~t. 

(28} 

In the case of arbitrary collision frequency ll, the 
calculation of the integrals over pz for the components 
ayy and jAy can be carried out for specific models of 
the Fermi surface. For an ellipsoidal surface, the 
calculations are elementary. Upon satisfaction of the 
criterion (4), the expressions for ayy and jAy reduce 
to the following: 

Re <Jyy = <J 1 - --- Y s ( sin'q>cr)' 
V: max Sin<p sin2 cp ' 

. , . s ( sin''l'cr ) 
Re7A,G, =JJG,J . 1--.-,- Y, (29 ) 

V z max Sill cp Sill cp 

cr=~[ £Fckcosq> ] 2 mpo ·=~eFckcosq> mpo 
(2n/i) 3 H ro ' 1 (2nfi)3 H ro 

Thanks to the factor 1 - sin 2<pcr/sin2 <p in the range 
of angles of sharp increase in r(cp), these expressions 
are small. Thus, with accuracy up to terms of higher 

*[tiH] =tix H. 

order of smallness, the sound absorption coefficient 
r(cp) for semimetals is described by (25). 

2. EXPERIMENT 

The study of sound absorption in an inclined field 
was performed with an ultrasonic spectrometer oper
ating in a continuous regime. To obtain smooth varia
tion of inclination of the magnetic field, a solenoid was 
placed between the poles of an electromagnet, the mag
netic field of the solenoid being normal to the field of 
the electromagnet H =const (H .l k). As a consequence 
of the application of two mutually perpendicular fields, 
one of which, H', is changed linearly in time, there
sultant vector H" is inclined at a determined angle <p. 
Regulation of the current in the solenoid was carried 
out so that the magnetic field of the solenoid changed 
from some value -H~ to +H~. The resulting vector 
H" varies in inclination from - <p + <p. Such a sweep 
of the field does not require extraordinarily accurate 
establishment of the electromagnetic field H perpen
dicular to the vector k. Special attention was paid to 
the accuracy of determination of the orientation of the 
crystallographic axes of the Bi specimen. 

After use of an electric spark cutter and subse
quent lapping of the surface of the samples to paral
lelism to within 0.5 J.J., the samples had the shape of 
discs of diameter 8-9 mm and thickness 2 mm. Bis
muth of the type Bi-000 was used in the experiments, 
subject to twenty zone recrystallizations. 

We used a LiNb03 plate as an ultrasonic source, 
with a fundamental frequency of 165 MHz. The plate 
could be excited in the odd harmonics, so that frequen
cies of 495 and 840 MHz were obtained. A detailed 
description of the experimental method will be given in 
a subsequent paper. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the dependence of ra(cp}/r~) for 
various values of WTo and Vz max= 2 x 107 cm7sec. 
This velocity corresponds to the velocity of electrons 
of group a at the limiting point for the case k 11 C 3 

and 1 (H, C1) R: 15°. The quantity Vz max is computed 
in the approximation of an isotropic quadratic relation 
~:: ( p) = Y2 aikPiPk; aik is the tensor of inverse effective 
mass. The value of the Fermi energy and the compon
ent of the effective mass tensor are taken from[ 8l. At 
<p = 0, the absorption changes according to the law 
2wr/1 + (wr)2 (the expression is obtained from Eq. 
(25) in the limiting case <p- 0) and tends to zero as 
wr - oo, With increase in wr0 , the curves are charac
terized by a more rapid growth of r(cp} near <pcr· 
This agrees with experiment (Fig. 2, continuous 
curves). The amplitude decreases upon decrease in 
wr 0 and the position of the maxima is shifted in the 
direction of larger <p • It is of interest to note that all 
the curves intersect near <p = (/Jcr· The point <p = (/Jcr 
is not a special point (point of maximum, inflection, 
and so on) of the curve r ( <p ) • However, for large 
value of wr0 > 1, the position <p = <pcr is very close 
to the location of the inflection point of the curve 
r(cp). Therefore, the value of Vz max at large wro 
can be determined from the position of the turning 
point. 
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the theoreti
cal and experimental cuJVes for the para
meters WT 0 "'2, Vz max= 1.3 X 107 

em/sec, s = 2.02 X I 07 em/sec; k II C3 • 

Continuous cuJVes-experiment, dashed 
cUIVe, theoretical. For comparison of the 
character of growth of r(.,o) as a function 
of WT0 , the experimental cuJVes are 
given for WT0 "" l. 

Figure 2 shows the result of comparison of the 
theoretical curve r((/1 )jr<o, with the experimental one. 
The experimental curve was obtained for k 11 C s, 
Vz max= 1.3 x 107 em/sec,<): (H, C1) ~:::: 30°. The value 
of wr0 was estimated from geometric resonance and 
is close to two; the sound frequency is w = 495 MHz, 
and T = 1.4 °K. It is interesting that the absorption is 
the total effect of all groups of carriers. The direction 
of the field H was so chosen that the velocities of the 
electron at the reference points of the various electron 
groups, VH max were close to one another. The theo
retical curve was computed for the parameters wr1 

= 2, Vz max= 1.3 x 107cm/sec (which corresponds to 
the direction ~ (H, C1) =30°), and sc 3 = 2.0 
x 105cm/sec. 

As is seen from the drawing, there is excellent 
agreement between theory and experiment. The loca
tion of the maxima is identical within several minutes 
of arc. The line shape of the experimental curve re
peats the theoretical one, although it is somewhat 
broader than the latter. The half-widths of the curves 
differ by 6'-7', which is within the limits of experi
mental error. 

The study of the "inclination effect" allows us to 
measure not only the velocities of the electron from 
the neighborhood of the limiting point, but also to de
termine its relaxation time To and to estimate the 
value of the deformation potential. As was pointed out 
above, upon increase in wT0 the curves become charac
terized by a sharp increase in I'( (/I). The inclination 

angle (3 of the tangent to the curve r((/1 )jr<ol at the 
point (// = (//cr is described by the expression 

d ( f(q>) ) [ 2 + 4(ro-ro) 2 

tgp= d<p ~ =ctg<Jlcr ro"to i+ 4 (ro,;o) 2 arctg 2ro,;o] , 

r(q>cr) = r, arctg 2ro-r,. 

By plotting the dependence of tan (3 on wr0 for a given 
value of Vz max, we can determine wTo for the ex
perimentally measured inclination angle (3. Thus the 
inclination effect is a suitable method for the measure
ment of the relaxation times of electrons of the vicinity 
of the reference points for all Fermi surfaces. 

In conclusion, I express my gratitude to E. A. Kaner 
for useful discussions, and also to V.I. Beletski1 for 
help in the measurements. 
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